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7v7 - Defending - 1v1 Pressure

In a suitable sized area for team and ability level - Every player has a
ball.
Start off by only introducing one corner at a time but each corner will
have a different technical skill to do or try. Once the players go to the
corner and perform the task asked, they then dribble around again, not
wanting to bump into any body, finding space. When a number is
called they get there with speed - last one there needs to do
something additional - maybe 3 jumping jacks or something of
coaches choice.
1 - Toe Taps - Make it a competition - who can do the most in 15
seconds (coach times it)
2 - Foundations / tick-tocks / side to sides - Make it a competition - who
can do the most in 15 seconds
3 - Introduce a skill - scissor / step over / L turn - Each time they come
to this corner - teach them a new skills
4 - Juggles - start with ball in hand  - drop it and try to juggle - using
laces to try and keep the ball off the ground - strong ankle to allow firm
kicking action. Make it a competition - who can get to 10 first - every
time the ball drops, carry on from that total.
 
Progression - Competition - Keep away - 
All players have a ball apart from 2 - these players try to steal another players ball. in doing so, this new player without a ball needs to try
and win a different ball from someone else. Try and encourage players to win the ball back in a limited time - start with 10 seconds then
decrease the time to make them work harder.
 
Coaching Points:
Head up to look for space and avoid collisions
Change of speed and direction when moving in the free space or to the specified corner
Introducing good technique when practicing foot skills

Speed of reaction

Defenders (A) start with the ball, and pass too the attacker (B). Once
the attacker takes a first touch, the defender follows their pass and
gets within an arms length of the attacker who is now dribbling the ball
towards the defenders starting position on the end line. 
The defender does not want to over commit and make it easy for the
attacker to get around.
 
REMEMBER THE 3 S's - SPEED, SLOW, SURF
Pressure: Approach at angle and high pressure (WITH SPEED)
Position - SLOW down have a control over body - get side on -
SURFER position - this will cut off the options for where the attacker
can go. Creating a funnel like space that the attacker will try to get
through but if the defender is close enough and facing the ball, they
can poke the ball from the player or force them out of bounds.
If too far away from the attacker they can still move the ball to both
sides of the defender. the defender's body position should force the
attacker one way / side only.
Aim:
Develop jockey technique - side on moving with player
Understand positioning of first defender - The 3 S's (Speed, slow and surf, as mentioned above)
 
Coaching Points:
Patience: Dictate attackers options and movement - on approach - bend the run to take away options.
Switch stance, according to ball movement - defender's body angle will force the attacker to where the defender wants them to go
Eyes on the ball movement - Looking at the attackers hips will also be an indication of where they want to move the ball

1v1 Defending channels



Set Up:
2 lines opposite of each other
Player A plays into Player B feet
Player A closes down with speed and forces players to either direction
Player B tries to dribble through the gates
Player A is to have patience in winning the ball - move with speed -
expect/force a bad touch - get close enough to poke the ball away
from the attacker
 
Coaching points -
Understand the basics of 1v1 defending - Three S's - Approach with
SPEED, SLOW down of approach so not to over run or bump into
player and The SURF/ SIDE ON - Get one side of the player and use
your body to force them one way.
Defender should close down while the ball is moving
Get close enough to 'toe poke' ball away from the player and away
from danger
If you close down to slowly, you will allow the attacker too much time and space

1v1 defending to gates

Set Up:
Scrimmage sized area with 4 gates/goals in each corner
Divide the group into 3 teams essentially and have 2/3rds v 1/3rd
creating a big overload ie 6v3 / 8v4 
Balls on outside to allow quick restart of play. Passing team always
start with possession.
Change defending team each 3 mins.
 
Team with 2/3rds of the players keeps the ball in possession
For every 5 seconds that the possessing team keep the ball away from
the defenders - they win a point
If the defenders touch the ball they win a point. 
If the defenders win the ball and can dribble / pass the ball into one of
the 4 corners / targets they get 5 points - this will encourage winning
the ball back with speed but also to move the ball towards the target
too.
 
Coaching Points:
Possessing players -
Posses ball with passing and moving
Awareness of when to hold the ball or when to release
Dribble ball into space if you have the time to move the ball
DO NOT PANIC
 
Defending players - 
Work hard as a team to win the ball back
Close down the space as quick as possible - take away the attackers time on the ball
Transition quickly - if you win the ball, try to attack a gate with speed

Possession

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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